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City Construction

File Names

Descriptions

INDS_AMB_CITY_CONSTRUCTION_HEAVY_DIGGING_TRU
CK_BEEPS_EXCAVATOR_SHAKE_01_USL_INDS_002.wav

INDS_AMB_CITY_CONSTRUCTION_HEAVY_DIGGING_TRU
CK_BEEPS_EXCAVATOR_SHAKE_02_USL_INDS_002.wav

INDS_AMB_CITY_CONSTRUCTION_HEAVY_DIGGING_TRU
CK_BEEPS_USL_INDS_002.wav

INDS_AMB_CITY_CONSTRUCTION_HEAVY_MACHINERY_
ENGINES_METAL_CLANK_USL_INDS_002.wav

INDS_AMB_CITY_CONSTRUCTION_HEAVY_TRAFFIC_EXC
AVATOR_USL_INDS_002.wav

Heavy construction, constant engine
running and movement, excavator digging
and shaking with metal squeaks and
creaks, intermittent backup beeps, air
brake release @00:32, dumping debris into
truck @00:50
Heavy construction, constant engine
running and movement, excavator shaking
off dirt with metal squeaks and creaks,
occasional backup beeps, truck bed creak
@00:34
Heavy construction, earth mover digging
with metal squeaks and creaks, constant
engine running and movement, frequent
backup beeps throughout, large scrape
@01:24 and @01:42, truck bed movement
creaks @02:26
Heavy construction, constant engine
running and movement, occasional metal
machinery clank, big clank @01:32, car by
@02:42
Heavy construction, traffic wash, constant
engine running and movement, excavator
digging with metal clank, excavator shake
with metal squeaks and backup beeps
@01:24 and @02:20

Duration

Chnls

03:02

2

03:01

2

03:02

2

03:02

2

03:00

2

INDS_AMB_CITY_CONSTRUCTION_HEAVY_TRUCK_NEAR
_MOVEMENT_USL_INDS_002.wav

INDS_AMB_CITY_CONSTRUCTION_HEAVY_TRUCK_STAR
T_STOP_WALLA_USL_INDS_002.wav

INDS_AMB_CITY_CONSTRUCTION_LIGHT_DIGGING_SCR
APING_TRUCK_IDLE_USL_INDS_002.wav

INDS_AMB_CITY_CONSTRUCTION_LIGHT_TRAFFIC_SHOV
EL_DIG_SCRAPE_USL_INDS_002.wav

INDS_AMB_CITY_CONSTRUCTION_LIGHT_TRAFFIC_SHOV
ELING_USL_INDS_002.wav
INDS_AMB_CITY_CONSTRUCTION_LIGHT_TRAFFIC_TRUC
KS_USL_INDS_002.wav

INDS_AMB_CITY_CONSTRUCTION_LIGHT_TRAFFIC_WAS
H_BIRDS_CARS_SHOVEL_USL_INDS_002.wav

Heavy construction, constant engine
running and revving, truck and construction
machinery moving near perspective with
metal squeaks and creaks, intermittent
backup beeps throughout, indistinct worker
walla @01:20, vehicle close by @01:42
Heavy construction, engine alternately
running and idling/stopping, traffic wash,
occasional worker walla, metal squeak and
creak and backup beeps @01:41, shovel
digging and moving debris @00:45, distant
car door open/close @02:08, semi by @02:
22
Light construction, constant engine idling,
light traffic wash, shovel digging and
scraping on concrete, intermittent distant
backup beeps, distant birds, distant
occasional walla
Light construction, shovel digging and
scraping on gravel or concrete, light traffic
wash, chain link fence hit @00:21, semi
truck by @00:38 heavy truck approach and
by @01:58
Light construction, traffic wash, shovel
digging and scraping gravel or concrete,
heavy truck approach and by @00:18,
brake squeak @00:28, indistinct walla
@00:49
Light construction, traffic wash, constant
distant engine idle, truck door and light
shoveling starting @01:01
Light construction, light birds, traffic wash
with distinct car bys, constant engine idling,
large truck by @00:55, shovel digging @1:
56, distant car door and horn @02:21

03:00

2

02:54

2

02:58

2

02:36

2

00:54

2

01:19

2

02:49

2

Light construction, constant engine idling,
shovel digging and scraping on gravel or
INDS_AMB_CITY_CONSTRUCTION_LIGHT_TRAFFIC_WOR concrete, traffic wash, intermittent worker
KER_WALLA_USL_INDS_002.wav
and pedestrian walla throughout
INDS_AMB_CITY_CONSTRUCTION_LIGHT_TRUCK_IDLE_
WALLA_USL_INDS_002.wav

INDS_AMB_CITY_CONSTRUCTION_MED_TRAFFIC_METAL
SQUEAKS_USL_INDS_002.wav

INDS_AMB_CITY_CONSTRUCTION_MED_TRAFFIC_WOOD
_DUMPING_USL_INDS_002.wav

INDS_AMB_CITY_CONSTRUCTION_MEDIUM_CRANE_DRO
NE_MOTOR_WORKER_WALLA_HAMMERING_WOOD_DRO
P_USL_INDS_002.wav

INDS_AMB_CITY_CONSTRUCTION_MEDIUM_ENGINES_BE
EPS_DRILLING_NEAR_DISTANT_USL_INDS_002.wav

Light construction, constant engine idling,
traffic wash, intermittent backup beeps,
occasional indistinct walla
Medium construction, truck or earth mover
engine constant running and moving, light
traffic wash, intermittent distant backup
beeps, big metal clanks and squeaks @00:
34 @01:59 @02:29 and @03:04, heavy
truck by @02:19
Medium construction, loading or dumping
wood on truck bed, frequent metal clank
and squeak, occasional distant backup
beeps, major metal movement or ronk
@01:31
Medium construction, crane drone motor or
servos at varying intensity, intermittent
worker walla, wood dropping, metal
squeak, distant traffic wash, hammering
@00:36 @01:53 @02:07 and @02:33, air
brake release @01:31, truck by @02:10
Medium construction, constant drilling from
near and distant, traffic wash with
occasional distinct bys, frequent backup
beeps, machinery whirring

Very light construction, very light traffic
INDS_AMB_CITY_CONSTRUCTION_VERY_LIGHT_TRAFFIC wash, distant washing or drilling,
_WASHING_DRILLING_USL_INDS_002.wav
intermittent distant backup beeps

01:23

2

02:39

2

03:18

2

03:19

2

02:40

2

03:02

2

00:50

2

